Rival Mob Concept Sketch
By Lauren Ritze

Terriccio Crime Family (“The Family”)
Background - the Terriccio’s
have been around since the
early 1920’s. They have most of
the city under their
“protection” and are quick to
deal with anyone who goes
against them. The family has
over 100 members, but has
begun recruiting more and
more recently.
Rumour is that they have a grand scheme in the works...and
people have been keen to join. Even with the risk of death or jail
time, people join the Family to make cash...and a lot of it.
Qualities
● Large group (could add more enemies in the chase)
● Influence over most of the city (have a lot of
hideouts/businesses that the player could rob)
Specific Character - Reggie “Red Sauce” Rotello
● Right-hand man to the boss
● Loves to fight
● Nickname comes from his love of tomatoes and the fact he
once screamed “my RED SAUCE!” after being shot

Wartime Syndicate (“The Warboys”)
Background - The Wartime
Syndicate is a group that was
formed near the end of the
Vietnam war. Vets coming home
had a rough time getting jobs
and some of them ended up
forming their own gang. Using
military grade weapons, they
were able to pull off huge
heists/robberies with little to no
issue.
With most of their men having expertise in war, many are able to
craft explosives and bombs. The police and other gangs have
had a hard time dealing with them, leaving them to complete
most jobs unscathed.
Qualities
● Access to top-of-the-line weapons and explosives
● Skilled shooters
Specific Character - Steve “Half-Thumb” Johnson
● Leader
● Blew off half his thumb throwing a grenade
○ (Possible gameplay idea - he can throw explosives that
the player can shoot in the air)

Circo Street Gang (“The Circo’s”)
Background - The Circo’s
were formed by young men
and women who lived on
Circo Street. It was formed
first as a ring of protection.
Many families on their
street were being constantly
harassed, robbed and even
attacked by other near-by
gangs.
Eventually, the Circo’s began doing jobs of their own. Some were
looking for a way to support their families, others were just
looking for a path to extreme wealth and glory. Struggling to live
in this city has provided them with an in-depth knowledge of its
ins and outs.
Qualities
● Knowledge of city streets and best ones for an
escape/chase
● Have connections throughout the city who provide ammo
and intel

Specific Character - Angie “Poison-Tongue” Perez
● Second in-command, fast-thinker
● Known for her quick wit responses that can leave a person
stammering for days
● Plans all the jobs for the gang

Disco Demons (“The Demons”)
Background - The Disco Demon’s were
formed by a group of sisters who own
a local disco joint. After getting
robbed one night, and having all of
their rent money taken, they decided
enough was enough. If the city was
going to bring crime to their place
then they would do the same. After
recruiting family, friends and fellow
dancers, they made plans to rob the
city elite using force and charm.
After a few months, they had already
completed several successful jobs. They continued doing jobs
even after stealing their money back. They liked the thrill of the
chase, feeling strong and never allowing anyone to mess with
them without repercussions.
Qualities
● Own multiple discos (have dancers who provide intel on the
city elite, i.e. expensive places to rob)
● Disco moves help them maneuver to avoid bullets
Specific Character - Cinnamon “Long-Legs” Wilson
● Youngest sister, in-charge of all heists/robberies
● Very tall woman, earning her the nickname “Long-Legs”
● Fearless and is known for jumping on-top of cars during
chases

Orange Outlaws (“The Outlaws”)
Background - In the middle of
being transported to the city
prison, a group of criminals
escaped and went into hiding.
Not long after, they formed a
new gang called the Orange
Outlaws. They are
distinguished from the other
gangs by wearing cut up
pieces of their old orange
jumpsuits.
Most of the city is terrified of the Orange Outlaws and goes out
of their way to avoid anyone brandishing their colors. They are
most known for their violent robberies and ruthless attitudes
toward the police and other gangs.
Qualities
● Network of criminals, experience dealing with cops/gangs
● Access to crazy hand-made weapons like homemade
flamethrowers
Specific Character - Samuel “Slippy” Arket
● Best getaway driver in the gang
● Known for slipping past police barricades through a small
opening, earning him his nickname
● Speaks fast, drives faster

Notes
● Need to choose background/name for player’s gang
● Include a pizza joint in the locations run by the chosen
rival gang
● Specific characters should have voice-over dialog (if we
decide to put them in the game)
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